
Subject Leader 

Workshop
How to get the most from SAM Learning 

for your Department, Teachers and Learners



Subject Leader Workshop - get the most out of SAM Learning:

Clarify your Intent:

1. Understand how our activity topics map to your curriculum.

Straightforward Implementation:

2. Include SAM Learning in your Homework Policy - a high quality way 

to reduce your teachers’ burden.

3. Implement “Three-wave” intervention strategies to support your 

learners - including disadvantaged and SEND.

Monitor Impact:

4. Use our sophisticated analytics suite to check understanding 

systematically and report back to key school leaders.



Subject Leader Support
School Success Team

Overview: How can Subject Leaders get the most from SAM Learning?

Curriculum Homework Intervention

1. Know what’s here 2. Use groups to target work 3. Review progress on reports

Exit

ReportingIntroduction

2a. Identify key learners - and link 

to teachers. 

1a. Look at our topic lists, linked 

from our home page, or here:

3a. Usage reports show you 

which learners / subjects are 

active.

1b. Identify the key topics for your 

clases.

2b. Set and monitor carefully 

chosen work.

2c. Edit the groups as 

performance changes.

3b. Progress reports let you know 

how well learners or groups are 

doing.

1c. Set 2 or 3 activities a week in 

the run-up to examinations.

3c. Task Reports allow you to 

see which tasks have been set by 

teachers - and how learners did.

https://platform.samlearning.com/d

ocument/show-

post/postId/curriculum-coverage

Biscuits

https://platform.samlearning.com/document/show-post/postId/curriculum-coverage


Before we begin:

Do you know how to...

1. Find out what activities we have on different 

topics?

2. Create your own intervention groups - for 

monitoring or setting work to?

3. Use our Progress / Tasks reports to find out how 

well your learners are doing?



Subject Leader Support
School Success Team

Map your curriculum - to clarify your intent

Curriculum Homework Intervention

1. Download the topic lists 2. Identify activities for years 3. Paste these into your SoW

Exit

Reporting

Look at our topic lists via the link on our home page:

https://platform.samlearning.com/document/show-post/postId/curriculum-coverage

If you find a gap in our content - fill it with your own Share 

Activity - or request its addition to our Amazon Rewards 

scheme.

Introduction

https://platform.samlearning.com/document/show-post/postId/curriculum-coverage
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Map your curriculum - to clarify your intent

Curriculum Homework Intervention

1. Download the topic lists 2. Identify activities for years 3. Paste these into your SoW

Exit

Reporting

Which activities are suitable for regular homeworks?

Which activities are suitable for a revision programme, later 

on?

Which activities are useful to review prior work at the start 

of a topic?

Introduction
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Map your curriculum - to clarify your intent

Curriculum Homework Intervention

1. Download the topic lists 2. Identify activities for years 3. Paste these into your SoW

Exit

Reporting

You could copy the list of relevant SAM Learning tasks for 

a topic into the start of each section...

...or note tasks as possible homeworks to prepare for, or 

follow up from, specific lessons.

Revision plan… set your pupils key tasks in the run-up to 

exams.

Introduction



Over to you:

1. Get the spreadsheet of activities in your subject 

from our “List of Topics” Page.

2. Highlight the activities that could be useful in your 

different topics / units of work.

3. Start to copy and paste the names of these 

activities into the appropriate places in your 

Schemes of Work (this will especially support 

non-specialist teachers).



Subject Leader Support
School Success Team

Build SAM Learning into your Homework Policy

Curriculum Homework Intervention

1. Agree your frequency 2. Plan progress tracking 3. Agree monitoring schedule

Exit

Reporting

E.g. plan to set two activities every other week (that’s about 

30 mins work).

Beware of setting too many tasks at once - most pupils 

respond better to manageable amounts.

Alternating SAM Learning tasks with written homeworks 

gives variety and helps to reduce teacher workload. 

Introduction
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Build SAM Learning into your Homework Policy

Curriculum Homework Intervention

1. Agree your frequency 2. Plan progress tracking 3. Agree monitoring schedule

Exit

Reporting

SAM Learning will mark most activities for you and email 

the scores… and monthly overviews.

Online progress reports can be filtered by class or 

intervention group - and to set date ranges.

Refer to your school reporting schedule / data collection 

points - to identify when to review SAM Learning progress 

data.

Introduction
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Build SAM Learning into your Homework Policy

Curriculum Homework Intervention

1. Agree your frequency 2. Plan progress tracking 3. Agree monitoring schedule

Exit

Reporting

Set expectations with your staff e.g. A task each fortnight 

means 5-6 tasks a term per class.

Why not give a small prize to your top-setting teacher?

Introduction



Over to you:

1. How often would you like your teachers to set 

SAM Learning tasks?

2. How could this be written into your homework 

policy (demonstrate your intent)?

3. When you look at the Tasks Report, how many 

tasks would you expect to see set in each half 

term?



Subject Leader Support
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Plan your intervention strategies

Curriculum Homework Intervention

1. Create intervention groups 2. Target work to these groups 3. Review progress on reports

Exit

Reporting

Groups can be made for monitoring or setting tasks.

As a subject leader, you can create groups to monitor 

specific learners across a cohort.

Teachers in your subject can make their own groups of 

learners for intervention.

Introduction
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Plan your intervention strategies

Curriculum Homework Intervention

1. Create intervention groups 2. Target work to these groups 3. Review progress on reports

Exit

Reporting

Set intervention work from the previous year or Key Stage 

to strengthen foundations.

Keep absent individuals up to speed - whether off ill, on 

holiday or educated off-site.

Set extra tasks to underperforming learners to help them to 

catch back up.

Introduction
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Plan your intervention strategies

Curriculum Homework Intervention

1. Create intervention groups 2. Target work to these groups 3. Review progress on reports

Exit

Reporting

Usage reports let you compare your subject usage to 

others, as well as comparing year groups. 

Progress reports show you how well learners have done -

RAGged for easy reading.

Task reports show how many tasks teachers have set.  

You can filter this by subject and teacher.

Introduction



Over to you:

1. How would you like your teaching staff to use 

their own classroom intervention groups?

2. Which learners would you like to be able to 

monitor in each year group / cohort?  Try making 

a draft “Classroom Intervention Group” for one of 

these.

3. Have a look at a Progress Report for the group 

you just made… what does it tell you about which 

learners need extra support?



Subject Leader Support
School Success Team

Prepare to report back to your Senior Team

Curriculum Homework Intervention

1. Monitoring Meetings 2. Appraisal Evidence 3. Subject Self-Evaluation

Exit

Reporting

Show your SLT Link / Line Manager that you have an 

organised approach.

Refer to progress data to show how well learners are 

engaging with your subject.

Discuss your intervention groups - how these pupils are 

benefitting from carefully targeted work.

Introduction
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Prepare to report back to your Senior Team

Curriculum Homework Intervention

1. Monitoring Meetings 2. Appraisal Evidence 3. Subject Self-Evaluation

Exit

Reporting

Progress reports make great evidence to show the 

attempts you have made at intervention. 

You can filter progress reports to your Classroom 

Intervention Groups or SDP Priorities.

Demonstrate the extra support you have given to your 

identified classes or groups of learners.

Introduction
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Prepare to report back to your Senior Team

Curriculum Homework Intervention

1. Monitoring Meetings 2. Appraisal Evidence 3. Subject Self-Evaluation

Exit

Reporting

As you review your year’s work, consider the impact of 

learners’ work on SAM Learning.

As you plan for next year, consider strategies for supporting 

key groups of learners.

When reviewing your subject’s weaker exam topics, identify 

more specific tasks to set.

Introduction



Over to you:

1. What information would be valuable in meetings 

with your line manager / SLT link to show impact?

2. What information would your colleagues find 

useful to evidence the impact of intervention / 

support, when it comes to Appraisal?

3. How can this information inform your Subject 

Self-Evaluation (SSE)?  (How can your SSE 

suggest next year’s use of Intervention Groups?) 



Other support for specific Middle Leaders is available:



SAM Learning - CPD

Thank you for participating.

We hope you found this workshop useful.

You can get more support with SAM Learning from:

● Our Support Pages

● YouTube: “SAM Learning Official”

● Our School Success Team: SST@samlearning.com

mailto:SST@samlearning.com

